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Abstract
Underwater Acoustic Sensor Network (UW-ASN) is a remote system comprising of spatially disseminated independent 
gadgets utilizing sensors to screen physical or natural conditions underwater. Regular MAC protocol is not adequate 
in underwater acoustic sensor systems (UW-ASN) due to high error rate and long propagation delay for the general 
attributes of the physical media. In this research work, a Bidirectional Multi-Flow MAC protocol (BMF-MAC) for UW-ASN 
is proposed in order to manage multi-hop and multi-stream data flows so different flows of data transmission continue 
at the same time while modifying by fluctuating traffic state. The proposed protocol provisions structure of multi-hop 
streams, contrary to other underwater MAC protocols, by considering each pending packets in directing layer support. 
All stream setup request from neighbors while setting up a stream. So as to complete the execution investigation of the 
proposed BMF-MAC protocol, an experimental model is designed, which incorporates the condition of energy utilization, 
throughput, end to end delay and frame error likelihood. Comparative performance analysis has been done between the 
proposed protocol and the contemporary Cascading Multi-jump Reservation and Transmission protocol and performance 
is analyzed in terms of throughput, end-to-end delay, and energy utilization.

Keywords Underwater acoustic sensor networks (UW-ASN) · Long propagation delay · MAC · Bi-directional 
communication · CMRT

1 Introduction

Different applications for the underwater vehicles is the 
developing innovation for Underwater Acoustic Sensor 
Network (UW-ASN). Ecological observing, asset examina-
tion, disaster recovery and military observation are a por-
tion of the widely utilized applications mentioned in [1]. 
Such a system regularly comprises of countless nodes that 
arrange themselves into a multi-hop organize. Every node 
has at least one sensor, installed processors and acoustic 
modem, and is typically battery worked. Commonly, these 

nodes organize to perform collective observing assign-
ments over a foreordained zone.

Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol in underwater 
sensor networks has an important role to enable the suc-
cessful operation of the network. If two interfering nodes 
are unable to transmit information at a similar time, colli-
sion can be evaded at the same time which is the basic job 
of the protocol. The proposed protocols for UWSNs by and 
large can be ordered into three kinds: ALOHA-based, time 
division multiple accesses (TDMA)-based and carrier sense 
multiple access (CSMA)-based in recent year.
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As the area of ocean environment for sensing are large, 
the sensor nodes become costly. In this manner, the pri-
mary requirement is to enrich the utilization of mobile sen-
sor and deploy sparse network. As the battery capacity of 
underwater sensors are limited, they may face corrosion 
problem. Furthermore, due to the unavailability of of the 
solar power in underwater, battery of the sensor node 
cannot be recharged in typical way [2].The fundamental 
differences between terrestrial WSN and UW-ASN are dis-
cussed in the following. It is mentioned in [3], in order to 
transmit packet the radio frequency (RF) electromagnetic 
signal along with the speed of light (3 × 108 m/s) is used 
by the network where the propagation time is avoided. 
Due to the usage of UW-ASN acoustic wave (1500 m/s) as 
carrier for communication “space-time uncertainty” come 
up where propagation time is an important parameter 
will be longer than typical RF electromagnetic signals. As 
the transmitting power is 100 times more powerful than 
receiving power in acoustic links in [4], consumption of 
transmitting power in UW-ASN becomes expensive. Due to 
the fact, the terrestrial protocols are hopelessly ineffective 
to use in UW-ASN.

Moreover, in underwater environment, the bandwidth 
is restricted by the attributes, for example, path loss, noise, 
multi-path, high delay variance, and Doppler-spread in 
[5]. In acoustic system, due to the condition of physical 
media, long proliferation delay and high packet error rate 
is observed which is mentioned in [6]. As a result, the wide 
assortment of MAC conventions formerly proposed for 
remote terrestrial systems don’t perform well in under-
water because of the previously mentioned uniqueness 
of underwater systems.

A preliminary version of this work was presented in 
[7]. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 
briefly describes recent contributions. In Sect.  3, the 
architecture of UW-ASN and communication model is 
described. The proposed BMF-MAC protocol is illustrated 
in Sect. 4. The state transition diagram of sensor node 
illustrated in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, the experimental setup 
and results are discussed. The paper is been concluded 
in Sect. 7.

2  Related work

In underwater environment, the design of handshaking-
based MAC protocol is a complex work due to the abnor-
mal nature of acoustic signal which has a long propa-
gation delay. A number of works have been proposed 
to reduce handshaking significantly [8–13]. A few pro-
tocols have enhanced the channel use by sending vari-
ous packets without a moment’s delay in a packet-train 
form. In [8], a receiver-initiated MAC protocol is coined 

as Receiver-Initiated Packet Train (RIPT) protocol. Helper 
node is coined in Four-way handshaking protocol (ready-
to-receive (RTR)/SIZE/ORDER/DATA), where packets from 
distinct neighbors arrive at the collector. In the underwa-
ter environment, it takes a lot time to receive the main 
packet train at the receiver side if four-way handshaking 
is used when neighbors send various data in RIPT.

A hybrid MAC protocol is coined and used by both 
sender and receiver in [9], titled as the Reverse Oppor-
tunistic Packet Appending (ROPA) protocol. By prefer-
entially transmitting the data packets, sender coordi-
nate different neighbors in this protocol which enhance 
the utilization of channel. If more control packet is 
exchanged, this protocol may faces more collision.

Furthermore, handshake-sharing approach is intro-
duced in [9, 10] has allowed numerous nodes to par-
take in a typical handshake. Furthermore, some of the 
works adopted a sender-initiated approach in order to 
provide solution while others adopted receiver-initiated 
approach to provide solution. In this research work, we 
focus on the study of the handshaking approach to 
improve performance of the sensor networks.

Furthermore, to decrease sudden impacts at the recip-
ient because of shrouded neighbors, Hybrid sender-and 
beneficiary started (HSR) convention [10] empowers all 
hubs to keep up a vital good ways from concealed hub 
incited crashes as demonstrated by a luxuriously decided 
holding up time. The convention proposes a method 
for sharing the handshakes of control parcels among 
various hubs. Handshake-sharing can be practiced by 
inviting neighbors to join the present handshake and 
by empowering them to send their information parcels 
without requiring extra handshakes. In MACA-MN [11], 
information transmission during communicating with 
the neighbors, fruitful handshake by the sender is very 
much essential.

The different access impact evasion (MACA) conven-
tion utilizes the solicitation to-send (RTS)/clear-to-send 
(CTS) handshake for saving the common channel which 
is a well known earthbound handshake-based MAC con-
vention [12]. For completing MACA in a submerged situa-
tion, MACA for submerged (MACA-U) was proposed which 
can reconsider the state change principles considering 
the long spread deferral [13]. Be that as it may, because 
of the long proliferation delay in the submerged acous-
tic channel, the basic RTS/CTS trade can not completely 
address the covered up hub issue. In request to address 
triple shrouded terminal issue for multi-channel transmis-
sion for submerged sensor systems, CUMAC-CAM is pro-
posed in [14, 15]. Additionally, the necessity of expanded 
time for trading the control bundle makes the exhibi-
tion of the convention seriously compelled. Moreover, a 
spatial shamefulness issue emerges because of the long 
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proliferation delay in submerged condition represented 
in [16].

MACA-U with bundle trains (MACA-UPT) was likewise 
exhibited in [17]. MACA-UPT is gotten from MACA-U, of 
course, really a sender transmits distinctive data packages 
in a single handshake in the past.

Slotted-FAMA is a main MAC convention which combine 
both profession detecting and handshaking framework for 
collision [18]. In this convention, parcels are transmitted 
at the beginning of an opening whose length is propor-
tional to the greatest proliferation delay. In any case, the 
throughput execution is on a very basic level lessened by 
the unnecessary length of the space, anyway the conven-
tion can check effects brought about by concealed hubs.

In [19], bidirectional concurrent MAC (BiC-MAC) pro-
tocol is proposed to transmit data packets to a sender-
receiver pair simultaneously for each successful handshake 
by improving channel utilization. The protocol adopts 
a packet bursting method that allows the sender and 
receiver node pair to exchange multiple rounds of bidi-
rectional packet transmissions. Thus, the entire set of data 
packets is transmitted over several discontinuous packet 
bursts. Therefore, single sender and receiver is considered 
for bidirectional data transmission. However, multi-flow 
scenario is not considered.

In order to make receiver receives information with-
out collision, the transmitter transmit data packet in train 
way which is the plan of the protocol. However, the pro-
tocol is excessively entangled to viably enhance network 
throughput and need excessively control packets which 
will impact the system performance.

Also, holding multi-hop channels without a moment’s 
delay in series way, the Cascading multi-hop reservation 
and transmission (CMRT) protocol mentioned in [19] 
where data packets are sent to the destination by trans-
ferring data packets dynamically. Besides, CMRT receives a 
strategy dependent on packet train show so as to enhance 
usage of channel.

Even though various authors have submitted quality 
routing protocol papers and study papers in various ter-
ritories of UWSNs, motionless possibility of the routing 
protocol introduced in this article is recognized from the 
current works in numerous perspectives [20–23]. Compar-
ative analysis of routing algorithm for underwater wireless 
sensor network is been analyzed in [24].

3  Architecture of underwater acoustic 
sensor networks

The underwater sensor organize topology is an open 
research issue that needs increasingly logical and simu-
lative examination from the exploration network. The 

correspondence design of underwater acoustic sensor 
systems are depicted in this segment. Here we depict the 
reference designs which are utilized as a reason for dialog 
of the difficulties related with underwater acoustic sensor 
networks [25]. Static UW-ASNs are set up by sensor nodes 
that are tied down to the base of the sea. There normal 
applications are natural checking, or observing of under-
water plates in tectonics [26].

Figure 1 shows a reference design for underwater sys-
tems. Here, we watch a gathering of sensor nodes are 
moored to the base of the sea with profound sea stays. 
Underwater sensor nodes are interconnected to at least 
one underwater sinks (UW-sinks) with the assistance of 
wireless acoustic connections. These are network gadg-
ets accountable for transferring information from the sea 
base system to a surface station. By and large, UW-sinks 
are furnished with two acoustic transceivers called a ver-
tical and an horizontal transceiver. UW-sink utilizes the 
horizontal transceiver for communicating with the sensor 
nodes. They can send directions and setup information to 
the sensors (UW-sink to sensors), gather observed infor-
mation (sensors to UW-sink). Besides, UW sinks utilize the 
vertical connection also. They can hand-off information 
to a surface station. Vertical transceivers ought to be long 
range transceivers for profound water applications as the 
sea can be as profound as 10 km. The surface station which 
is able to deal with various parallel correspondences with 
the sent UW-sinks is outfitted with an acoustic transceiver. 
Besides, it is blessed with a long range RF and additionally 
satellite transmitter to speak with the Onshore sink (OS-
sink) or to a surface sink (s-sink).

By methods for direct connections or through multi-
hop ways, sensors are associated with UW-sinks. Every 
sensor straightforwardly sends the assembled informa-
tion to the chose UW-sink in the primary case. In spite 
of the fact that this is the most effortless approach to 
arrange sensors, it is less energy efficient. Since, the 
sink might be a long way from the hub and the power 
important to transmit may rot with forces more promi-
nent than two of the separation. In addition, because of 
expanded acoustic obstruction brought about by high 
transmission control, direct connections are exception-
ally prone to decrease the system throughput. As in 
earthbound sensor networks [27], for multi-bounce ways 
condition, the information achieved by a source sensor 
is sent by middle of the road sensors until it achieves the 
UW-sink. This causes more vitality investment funds and 
builds arrange limit. In any case, this expands the multi-
faceted nature of the directing usefulness. Each system 
gadget more often than not participates in a commu-
nity procedure. Their key duty is to diffuse topology data 
to such an extent that proficient and circle free direct-
ing choices can occur at each moderate hub. This can 
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be accomplished by the component which comprises 
of flagging and calculation. From above discourse we 
can presume that, vitality and limit are valuable assets in 
submerged situations. The basic objective in UW-ASNs is 
to convey occasion includes by abusing multi-jump ways 
and limiting the flagging overhead important to build 
underwater ways in the meantime.

4  Proposed MAC protocol

The proposed BMF-MAC protocol is aimed at improving 
the performance of the existing CMRT protocol [19]. At 
first, the operation cycles of the proposed MAC protocol 
along with its control frame structure is illustrated. Multi-
hop multi-flow data forwarding with reverse packet 
method is outlined here as well. Transition diagram and 
algorithm for data transmission technique for both sender 
and relay node are also laid outed.

4.1  Network mode

In our proposed protocol flow is set in such a manner 
that, multiple flows can be constructed from single node, 
thus a node can transmit multiple packets over multiple 
flows. Furthermore, a sender can sends different packets 
to different multiple destination nodes. From intermedi-
ate node of the flow may add additional final destinations. 

The network model is considered with multiple sinks. The 
network model is illustrated in Fig. 2.

4.2  Definition of states

Among fourteen dissimilar conditions, six conditions are 
coined in similar way of CMRT protocol and four new states 
are coined in the proposed BMF-MAC protocol to take care 
of data transmission by the reverse flow direction. Figure 3 
illustrates the states of the protocol.

In Wait_Resp state, receiver sends request control 
packet (RTS) and sender waits for it. The sender stays in 
the Wait_Resp state till to receive a response control packet 
after sending request control packet. If the sender node 
does not get a response control packet during the tenure 

Fig. 1  Architecture for under-
water sensor networks

Fig. 2  Network model
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of Wait_Resp state, it will move on a new state coined Idle 
state.

In order to bypass the tentative collisions gener-
ated by the hidden nodes, data transmission process 
is delayed by the sender in named as Delay_Data state. 
The sender node moves into the Delay_Data state and 
waits till to begin sending data packets after getting the 
response control packet sent by the receiver node.

Moreover in the Wait_Data state receiver nodes await 
till to get the data packets is sent by the sender. The 
receiver node moves into the Wait_Data state straightly 
and waits till to begin receiving data packets after get-
ting the response control packet.

In Data_Rx  state, data packets are received by the 
receiver.

At the time of exchanging the control packets 
because of channel reservation is overheard by the 
neighbor nodes keep silent in the Silence state.Due to 
their inactivity no collisions occur.

When neighbor nodes overhear the control packets 
which is applied to reserve the channel of other nodes 
moves into silence state and stay there till the channel 
turn into free from reservation. At the receiver side this 
state confirms that after finishing the data packet recep-
tion, other transmission from neighbor nodes initiate.

The Idle state is a state where a node has no activity 
to do.

A state coined Tx_MFP is familiarized where MFP 
packet is entreated to send to relay node. Besides 
another state is defined as Rcv_MFP where MFP from 
receiver is confirmed by a node.

In a state where a receiver anticipates for the forward 
data transmission which is about to finish over a flow is 
named as Wait_Flow state. After transferring bunch data 
packets, receiver moves to the Wait_Flow state unswerv-
ingly and waits there until starting the CTS transmission 
because of reverse data transmission.

In the Reverse_Wait_Resp state receiver sends CTS 
packet as response and sender waits for it. If a sender 

node observes the set state of reverse flag after finish-
ing its data transmission in forward direction, it will wait 
to begin data transmission in reverse direction of the 
same flow.

In order to evade potential collisions because of bidi-
rectional data transmission, sender node makes delay the 
transmission of data in Reverse_Data state. In the interim, 
a CTS is sent by the receiver to the sender node and after 
getting it sender enters into Reverse_Data state. Sender 
stays in the same state up to completion of reverse data 
packet transmission.

When a receiver accepts data packets from reverse flow, 
the state is coined as Reverse_Rx state.

In order to handle missing control packets during data 
transmission, Tx_Retry and Wait_Retry states are intro-
duced. In Tx_Retry state, sender node will transmit extra 
control packet which is coined as Retry packet (RP) when 
corresponding receiver node does not get any data packet. 
Besides, if any sender node does not receive authorize 
MFP, will wait for RP from receiver in Wait_Retry state.

Fig. 3  States of BMF-MAC 
protocol

Fig. 4  Topology
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4.3  Illustration of protocol

The topology and the activity of the proposed protocol is 
illustrated in Figs. 4 and 5 correspondingly. In Fig. 4, sender 
node is denoted as node S. Assume node S contains clump 
packets for final node C and G. Here, relay nodes E and F 
remain between source S and destination G in one flow 
direction. On the other hand, between source S and desti-
nation C relay nodes A and B remain in other stream direc-
tion. Consequently, node S transmit packets to receiver 
node C through node A, and B similarly receiver node G 
through node E, and F individually.

In the proposed protocol, a new control packet is intro-
duced at the time the source node S start to transmit MFP 
to relay node E and A accordingly so that relaying pro-
cedure of multi-flow is recognized. Sender S go through 
the Wait_Resp state after sending MFP as like the CMRT 
protocol mentioned in [19]. Handshaking process between 
sender node S, destination node E and A by transmitting 
MFP to node E at first then to node A. The priority of get-
ting message depends on node distance.

A MFP bundle is sent to the transfer hub F from the 
main goal, hub E in the forward way where hub S catches 
MFP in the turn around way. So also a MFP parcel is sent 
to transfer hub B from the subsequent goal, hub An in 

the forward way where hub S catches MFP in invert way. 
Because of the detachment between hubs the prolifera-
tion deferral happens and two streams can occur simulta-
neously in our proposed convention. Consequent to hand-
ing-off MFP, sender hub S enters the state Delay_Data . On 
the other hand, both transferring hub An and E go in the 
state Wait_Data . Subsequent to tolerating S’s MFP, hub A 
plays out unclear advance from hub E.

As the hub E is accepted as first address, it has the bene-
fit to plan for the two information transmission i.e forward 
and invert. The hub S retransmits the information parcel to 
E after the time interim of Delay_Data ( Df1

DD,S
 , if the affirma-

tion MFP isn’t gotten before by hub S than next jump E. In 
this way, Df1

DD,S
 means the measure of time deferral of hub S 

to transmit information from first stream. The arrangement 
of information parcels are transmitted by the hand-off hub 
E to the a while later transfer hub F uninterruptedly with-
out getting whenever break among bundles. Individually, 
the arrangement of information bundles likewise handed-
off by the hub F without having interval for the reason that 
the multi-jump channels are kept guided while in transit 
to the goal hubs.

The source hub S abstains from transmitting informa-
tion for the time Delay_Data ( Df1

DD,S
 + ddata ) so as to sidestep 

the potential impacts which will emerge from transmission 

Fig. 5  Illustration of working principal bi-directional multi-flow MAC protocol
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of information over different streams. The first and second 
stream pursue the comparative information conveyance 
process. Each bounce pursue the comparable information 
conveying procedure up to definite goal C is come to. In 
this manner, information transferring is a pipeline proce-
dure. In the proposed convention information from two 
individual stream can be conveyed simultaneously. 

4.3.1  Sending of data implementing the reverse packet 
technique

By utilizing antithesis multi-stream packet method where 
the control packet MFP acquires a data sending method by 
sending dissimilar information packets from comparable 
stream in reverse direction. The exploitation of the channel 
will be enhanced from this time.

Figure 6 demonstrates the use of the invert packet sys-
tem in the BMF protocol. Here, two surges of information 
transmissions at the same time happened. The transmis-
sion of information switching happens after fruitful infor-
mation transmission from both source S to G and S to C. 
While transmitting MFP, if a node comprises a packet from 
reverse comparative stream, sets switch banner to 1. By 
seeing the received reverse packet a node sends to sender 
node a CTS packet and sender transmits another packet 
to the final node.

There are some turn around parcels from hub E to S 
and hub G to F stay for the essential stream out of S to G. 
In addition hub S sets switch standard to 1 while sending 
MFP from hub S to E. Likewise, hub F transmits MFP to 
hub G. Hub S moves in Wait_Flow state and sends CTS to 
E after sending of data parcels from hub S to E and S to A. 
Afterward, hub E transmit data bundle to S. After finish for-
ward data transmission from hub F to G, hub F sends CTS 

to G because of no transmission jumps out at one bounce 
separation of hub F. At long last switch data bundle is sent 
from hub G to F right away.

Receiver node S expected several packets from node 
A, while node B has group packet for the target node A. 
After finishing the forward and reverse sending of node 
E, the node A begins reverse information sending as the 
node A is set as secondary goal. In order to send informa-
tion from node B to A, similar process is been followed. In 
Algorithm 1 the reverse waiting time calculation has been 
illustrated. 

4.3.2  Sending of data implementing request packet 
technique

The Algorithm 2 and 3 explain the retry technique of han-
dling any missing MFP packets.

Scenario 1: Sender failures a validation: Assume in 
Fig. 6, the entreated MFP of node A is not received by 
the sender node S which is coined as receive confirma-
tion MFP. In Wait_Data state, dWD,A is denoted as waiting 
period of node A. The validation MFP does not acknowl-
edged by node S which is presumed by node A, when 
receiver A does not receive any data after dWD,A + Tw ( Tw 
is a short waiting time) period. Consequently, sender 

Fig. 6  Situation 1: sender slips a validation
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node S initiates to send data packets after sending RP 
packet to A for second flow.

Scenario 2: Sender misses all validation: The sender 
hub S doesn’t get affirmation demand in the second 
situation for the two hubs E and A which is shown in 
Fig. 7. Hub E sends RP bundle when collector E doesn’t 
get information from sender S after dWD,E + Tw timeframe, 
and the sender hub S starts to send information parcels 
immediately for first stream to hub E. Correspondingly, 
when recipient A doesn’t get information bundle from 
hub S after dWD,A + Tw length time, hub A sends RP parcel 
and the sender hub S starts to send information parcels 
for second stream to hub A speedily.

Scenario 3: Transitional node misses a validation: Let, 
the confirmation MFP which is sent by node F, is not 
received by node E because of the packet collision. Due 
to not getting data packet from relay node E by node F, 
start transmitting RP packet so that node E starts relay-
ing data packets to node F instantaneously. 

 

Fig. 7  Situation 2: sender slips all validation
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Fig. 8  Illustration of state 
evolution diagram of a sender 
node in proposed protocol

Fig. 9  Illustration of state evo-
lution diagram of a relay node 
in proposed protocol
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5  State evolution process for sender node

In the proposed protocol, the state progress outline of a 
sender node is deciphered in Fig. 8. This outline depicted 
the lead of a sender how it transmits multi-stream multi-
jump packets (Fig. 9).

5.1  TX_MFP state

It is referenced that, the sender sends MFP to the hand-off 
hubs in TX_MFP state over multi-streams. Sender enters 
to the Wait_Resp condition in the wake of sending MFP 
bundle and the sender hub gauges T i

RMFP
 the getting time 

of MFP. The sender enters to the Rcv_MFP state, if time 
is identical to the hour of getting of a MFP for i number 
stream. The sender enters to Wait_Resp state, in the wake 
of getting MFP for i number stream. In Wait_Resp express, 
the sender anticipates for the holding up time of next 
getting MFP T i+1

RMFP
 . Afterward, it moved to Rcv_MFP state 

again for accepting MFP of i + 1 number stream at the 
hour of getting MFP. On the off chance that the quantity 
of stream i is not exactly the stream development number 
the exchanging of states Wait_Resp and Rcv_MFP proceeds 
for multi-stream information transmission.

5.2  Delay_Data state

To transmit data group for various streams i for sender S, 
learns di

trans,S
 in Delay_Data state and sender center point 

holds on for dDD defer data time. A sender can wander 
out to two particular states from Delay_Data according 
to the cases. The sender moves to Tx_Data state if gets 

all tantamount response MFP by and large enters to 
Wait_Retry condition.

5.3  Tx_Data state

In Tx_Data state, three circumstances can occur. Case 
(1) If the sender doesn’t miss MFP for any stream and 
reverse_flag = 1 in affirm MFP, the sender goes to 
Wait_Flow state for starting information transmission 
over turn around stream. Case (2) If the sender finds any 
missing affirm MFP for any stream and reverse_flag = 1 , the 
sender goes to Wait_Retry state. Case (3) If reverse_flag = 0 
is distinguished by the sender, perceives no information 
transmission over turn around stream heading and moves 
to Idle state.

5.3.1  Reverse data transmission

On the off chance that (1) The sender delays for di
WF ,S

 (sit 
tight period for hand-off I in Wait_Flow state) period in the 
state Wait_Flow so as to dodge impact if doesn’t slip MFP 
for streams and reverse_flag is set. Later on, sender transmits 
CTS bundle after this timeframe and enters to Reverse_Rx 
condition. Sender drives to the state Wait_Flow some other 
time and sits tight for di+1

trans,S
 time for getting opposite infor-

mation transmission in the wake of accepting converse 
information parcels over next stream i + 1 . As the informa-
tion transmission is finished, the sender node selects any 
one of these two states Wait_Flow and Reverse_Rx for all f 
number of streams. 

5.3.2  Reverse_Rx state

In case (3) In state Reverse_Rx  the node gets informa-
tion over invert flow heading. On the off chance that 
the sender node has no information to relay, it enters 
to state Idle; generally, the sender goes to state Tx_MRP . 
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Algorithm 4 depicts the reverse flow transmission pro-
cedure of sender node S. 

6  Results and discussion

The performance of proposed protocol is examined 
using a renowned simulation tool MATLAB with the 
parameter of energy, throughput and latency. Finally, in 
order to investigate the efficiency of the proposed BMF-
MAC protocol, a performance comparison between BMF-
MAC protocol and CMRT protocols is carried out.

6.1  Analytical analysis

In a multi-hop topology, 36 static nodes is considered 
for our scientific examination set in a area of dimension 
5000 × 5000  m 2 illustrated in Fig. 10. The transmission 
extent of hub in separation is 1500 m while two hubs are 
set 1000 m separation in matrix dividing. It is understood 
that every hub has a comparative transmission control. 
In Fig. 10, the majority of the hubs are relied upon to 
include absolutely eight neighbors inside its range 
which is determined by the dabbed circle. The acoustic 
channel is dared to be blunder inclined while the normal 
transmitting and accepting force is 2 W and 20 mW for 
the acoustic handset.

6.2  Experiment setup

The network parameters and packet criteria for our experi-
ment design have been fixed for BMF-MAC which is pre-
sented in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. The size of data 
packet is fixed 1200 bits as in CMRT protocol. The size of 
control packet MFP is 128 bits, which is one byte longer 
than that of CMRT protocol.

6.3  Results and discussions

In this subsection, the exhibition of the proposed BMF-
MAC convention is investigated. In the new form of BMF 
convention which is known as BMF-M where just multi-
stream data communication is taken care of. In fact, BMF-R 
anticipates multi-stream two-way data sending. Various 
outcomes are concentrated by three distinctive execu-
tion measurements: inertness, vitality productivity and 
throughput. Execution of both adaptation BMF-MAC con-
vention is contrasted and the current CMRT convention.

6.3.1  Throughput

In this subsection, the performance of throughput of BMF-
MAC protocol is evaluated. Performance of throughput is 

Table 1  Systems factors

Factors Value

Acoustic dissemination speed 1500 m/s
Sending rate 9600 bps
Buffer size ( N

max
) 300 packets

Counter of minimum back-off 1
Counter of maximum back-off ( B

max
) 64

Bit rate 1200 bps
Tx power 2 W
Rx power 20 mW
Idle power 0.8 mW

Table 2  Packet parameters Parameters Value

Data packet size 1200 bits
Control packet size 128 bits

Fig. 10  The network topology for analysis
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studied with a view to various offered loads, numerous dis-
tances, flows, different network areas, number of reverse 
packets and BERs.

6.3.1.1 Effects of  offered loads Figure  11 demonstrates 
that the information throughput of proposed conven-
tion and CMRT convention in various offered loads with 
BER of 10−3 . The x-hub demonstrates the offered burden 
while the y-hub demonstrates the throughput as far as bit 
every second (bps). It is seen in all offered burden con-
ditions that BMF-MAC demonstrates the best execution 
with respect to throughput. Additionally, the framework 
throughput demonstrates the information bundles which 
is gotten by both hand-off and last goal hubs effectively.

The framework throughput demonstrates the general 
channel usage by utilizing the MAC convention corre-
spondingly. In this way, it is indistinguishable from stand-
ardized throughput per hub. Subsequently, it very well 
may be reasoned that, as far as channel usage, BMF-MAC 
outperforms other option. The result exhibits CMRT is 
inefficient, in light of the way that sender transmits data 
to beneficiary with per-round channel reservation over a 
singular stream, when the engendering deferral is high 
which encounters under-utilization of the channel.In any 
case, channel booking system permits lone sender to send 
data bundle with per round of channel booking to differ-
ent hubs of a few streams. So as to improve channel work, 
it can lessen the hard and fast channel reservation over-
head inconceivably. As needs be, BMF-MAC has favored 
data throughput over CMRT. Figure 11 exposes that, for 
high traffic stack 3 parcels/s, BMF-M can attain most sig-
nificant addition of data throughput about 39.2% higher 
appeared differently in relation to CMRT convention simi-
larly as BMF-R can attain the most essential augmentation 
of data throughput around 67.5% higher diverged from 
CMRT convention. BMF-M convention can attain through-
put around 20% in low rush hour gridlock load 0.5 where 
BMF-R attain 46.7% higher than that of CMRT. More or less, 
BMF-MAC convention beats CMRT convention concerning 
data throughput in factor traffic loads.

6.3.1.2 Effects of  inter nodal distance In the assortment 
of bury nodal partitions with BER of 10−3 the through-
put of proposed convention and CMRT convention is 
delineated in Fig.  12 where offered burden is found to 
0.8 parcels/s. The x-pivot exhibits the partitions however 
the y-hub shows the throughput to the extent bit every 
second (bps). It is broke down that the presentation of all 
of the conventions in regards to throughput spoils with 
the extending of the between nodal separation. This is a 
direct result of the climbing of the detachment related 
correspondence overhead. In light of deferred expansion 
postpone the clamoring length close by the handshak-

ing time raises as the separation expanded. Thusly, with 
the extending of the widely inclusive involved term the 
Silence state length enhances. This makes a hub have less 
opportunity to trade control parcels.It is seen that, BMF-
MAC can give improved result appearing differently in 
relation to CMRT to manage variable traffic plans in multi-
jump submerged sensor systems . For more diminutive 
bury nodal separation 1  km, the throughput of BMF-R 
and BMF-M conventions can attain around 83% and 45% 
higher appeared differently in relation to CMRT conven-
tion separately tended to from Fig. 12. On the off chance 
that there ought to be an event of medium bury nodal 
expel 4 km, BMF-R and BMF-M MAC convention can attain 

Fig. 12  Throughput versus distance for CMRT protocol and the pro-
posed BMF protocol

Fig. 11  Throughput versus offered load for CMRT protocol and the 
proposed BMF protocol
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throughput around 27% and 17% more unmistakable 
than that of CMRT convention exclusively.

6.3.1.3 Effects of  number of  flows Advancement of dif-
ferent streams throughput of proposed convention and 
CMRT convention is spoken to in Fig. 13. For BER 10−3 and 
offered load 3.2 bundles/s, the x-hub shows the amount 
of streams while the y-pivot exhibits the throughput to 
the extent bit every second (bps). Figure  13 depicts the 
execution of both CMRT and BMF-MAC conventions in 
regards to throughput spoils with the growing of the 
amount of streams. Furthermore, different streams cause 
the traffic plan progressively erratic and hard to arrange-
ment with by MAC show in submerged sensor organ-

ize circumstance. From Fig.  13, it is seen that in twofold 
stream data transmission, the throughput of BMF-R and 
BMF-M conventions can attain around 70.1% and 40.1% 
higher stood out from CMRT convention independently.

6.3.1.4 Effects of  number of  reverse packets The x-axis 
of Fig.  14 demonstrates the quantity of reverse packets 
though the y-axis demonstrates the throughput regard-
ing bit per second (bps). It is exhibited that the execu-
tion of both rendition of the BMF-MAC protocols as far 
as throughput raises with the expansion of the quantity 
of invert packets. BMF-MAC acquaints four sorts of states 
with handle invert packets. Along these lines, information 
transmission over multi-flow receiving with reverse infor-
mation transmission method can happen with no impact. 
This makes a node have critical chance to trade bidirec-
tional packets over multi-flows in less time prerequisite. 
From Fig.  14, it is recognized that while invert packet 
number is one, the throughput of BMF-R and BMF-M pro-
tocols can accomplish around 39% and 17% higher con-
trasted with CMRT protocol separately. In the event that 
number of invert information packets is increment to 6, 
BMR-R can accomplish the most noteworthy accomplish-
ment of throughput around 78% high contrasted with 
CMRT though BMF-M picks up the greatest increment of 
throughput around 46% extensive contrasted with CMRT. 
Likewise, BMF-MAC outperforms CMRT with the rising 
number of invert packets. 

6.3.1.5 Effects of  number of  nodes For different number 
of nodes, Fig. 15 shows the throughput for 0.4 packets/s 
offered load. The x-axis shows number of nodes whereas 
the y-axis shows the throughput in terms of bps. As the 
number of nodes increase, the number of source nodes 
increase as well. Therefore, more multi-flow construc-

Fig. 13  Throughput versus no. of flows for CMRT protocol and the 
proposed BMF protocol

Fig. 14  Throughput versus no. of reverse packets for CMRT proto-
col and the proposed BMF protocol

Fig. 15  Throughput versus no. of nodes for CMRT protocol and the 
proposed BMF protocol
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tions can take place which facilitates BMF-MAC protocol 
to deliver more data packets which results improvement 
of throughput. More specifically, for number of nodes 
5, BMF-M MAC protocol can attain throughput around 
5.6% higher compared to CMRT. On the other hand, 
BMF-R gains throughput around 9.6% higher compared 
to CMRT protocol. When the number of node is improved 
to 40, BMF-M MAC achieves the greatest improvement 
of throughput around 38.2% higher and BMF-R can gain 
74.2% more than that of CMRT protocol. That reveals 
BMF-MAC protocol is more throughput efficient for large 
area network. The above mentioned information indi-
cates that, BMF-MAC outperforms CMRT with respect to 
throughput with the increase of network size.

6.3.1.6 Effects of BER For different number of BERs, Fig. 16 
interprets the data throughput with offered load 0.8 
packets/s. Here, x-axis shows the BER whereas the y-axis 
shows the throughput in terms of bit per second. Different 
lines present the results collected with different protocols: 
BMF-MAC, RMAC LO-MAC. Throughput decreases when 
the bit error rate increases from 0 to 1. It is observed that, 
the bidirectional multi flow data transmission technique 
in BMF-MAC significantly contributes to the improvement 
of throughput with the decrease of BER.

6.3.2  Latency

In this subsection, the performance of end to end delivery 
latency of BMF-MAC protocol is evaluated. Performance 
of latency is studied as indicated by various number of 
hops, numerous distances, flows, and different bit error 
rates (BERs).

6.3.2.1 Effects of  number of  hops In Fig.  17 End to end 
packet delay is introduced of proposed protocol and 
CMRT protocol in the variety of number of hops with BER 
of 10−3 . The x-pivot exhibits the amount of bounces while 
the y-hub shows the idleness to the extent second (s). Par-
ticular lines present the results accumulated with differ-
ent conventions: BMF-M MAC, BMF-R MAC and CMRT. As 
can be seen from the figure, inactivity increases when the 
amount of jumps increases from 1 to 10. Regardless, bun-
dles experience longer deferral while using CMRT strategy 
stood out from the BMF-MAC plot with the development 
of number of jumps. Even more effectively, BMF-M MAC 
convention furnishes 25% less bundle deferral stood out 

Fig. 17  Packet delay versus no. of hops comparisons of proposed 
and CMRT protocol

Fig. 18  Packet delay versus distance for CMRT protocol and the 
proposed BMF protocol

Fig. 16  Throughput versus BER for CMRT protocol and the pro-
posed BMF protocol
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from CMRT if there ought to emerge an event of medium 
number of 5 jumps, where inertness become 50% lower 
with a bounce tally of 10. Of course, the BMF-R MAC con-
vention gives 35% less bundle postponement appeared 
differently in relation to CMRT convention, in medium 
number of jump 5. Besides, inertness decline around 
72% lower in high number of jump number 10. Addition-
ally likewise with the growing of number of bounces, 
more bundles can be passed on over different streams 
in a comparable time need by the BMF-MAC convention. 
Moreover, during the time spent extending of the bounce 
number, BMF-MAC can move progressively bidirectional 
bundles backward stream. Along these lines, it is seen 
that, the BMF-MAC convention outmaneuvers the current 
CMRT convention to the extent dormancy with the devel-
opment of number of jumps.

6.3.2.2 Effects of  inter nodal distance In Fig. 18 through-
put of CMRT protocol and proposed protocol with BER 
of 10−3 in the different number of reverse packets is illus-
trated. The x-axis shows the number of reverse packets 
whereas the y-axis shows the throughput in terms of bit 
per second (bps).

6.3.2.3 Effects of number of flows With the expanding of 
inter nodal distance of node, end to end delay of proposed 
protocol and CMRT protocol in Fig. 18 is illustrated while 
BER is set to 10−3 . As the separation builds, the bustling 
length alongside the packet exchange time raises due to 
delayed propagation delay. In this way, with the expand-
ing of the all-encompassing duration the Wait_Flow state 
length grows. In order to transmit bidirectional packets, 

a node requires more opportunity in multi-flow situation. 
When the length is 1  km, the proposed protocol gives 
10% less packet delay contrasted with CMRT protocol 
illustrated in Fig.  18. With the increment of the distance 
to 4  km, proposed protocol gives 25% less latency than 
CMRT. Proposed convention can give 45% less inactivity 
contrasted with the CMRT convention when the separa-
tion is expanded to 8 km. Straightway, BMF-R MAC con-
vention increments 15.2% less bundle postponement 
appeared differently in relation to the CMRT convention 
for bury nodal separation 1 km. For the separation 4 km, 
BMF-R MAC convention gives inertness around 39.5% 
lower than that of CMRT. The proposed convention gives 
69% less inactivity contrasted and CMRT with the expan-
sion of the separation 8 km. In this manner, it is seen that, 
BMF-MAC can give a progressively ideal result to manage 

Fig. 19  Packet delay versus no. of flows for CMRT protocol and the 
proposed BMF protocol

Fig. 20  Packet delay versus BER for CMRT protocol and the pro-
posed BMF protocol

Fig. 21  Energy consumption versus offered load for CMRT protocol 
and the proposed BMF protocol
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variable traffic plans in multi-bounce submerged sensor 
system diverging from CMRT.

With the extension of number of streams the start to 
finish postponement of proposed convention and exist-
ing CMRT convention is illustrated in Fig. 19. For BER 10−3 , 
the x-pivot shows the amount of streams while the y-hub 
exhibits the start to finish delay similar to second. Fig-
ure 19 outlines the execution of both CMRT and BMF-MAC 
convention to the extent start to finish defer diminishes 
with the extending of the amount of streams. Proposed 
convention gives 34% less bundle deferral contrasted and 
CMRT outlined in Fig. 19 where proposewd convention 
gives 76% less inactivity high number of stream number 
4. Likewise, data transmission over twofold streams, BMF-R 
MAC convention increments 40% less parcel postpone-
ment appeared differently in relation to CMRT convention 
where inactivity become 88% less with high number of 
stream number 4.

6.3.2.4 Effects of BER For different number of BERs, Fig. 20 
interprets the end-to-end delay. Here, x-axis shows the BER 
whereas the y-axis shows the end-to-end delay in terms of 
bit per second. Different lines present the results collected 
with different protocols: BMF-MAC, CMRT. Throughput 
decreases when the bit error rate increases from 0 to 1. 
The six new states in BMF-MAC significantly contributes to 
the improvement of latency with the increase of BER. It is 
observed that, the bidirectional multi flow data transmis-
sion technique in BMF-MAC significantly contributes to 
the improvement of end-to-end delay with the decrease 
of BER.

6.3.3  Energy consumption

The performance of energy consumption of BMF-MAC pro-
tocol is evaluated in this subsection. According to inter 
nodal distance the performance of energy consumption 
is studied, different number of flows, various offered loads 
and different number of nodes (Fig. 21).

6.3.3.1 Effects of  offered loads With the increase of 
offered load, energy consumption of proposed protocol 
and CMRT protocol is outlined in Fig. 22. The x-axis shows 
the offered loads whereas the y-axis shows the energy 
consumption in terms of joule (J). BMF-MAC reduces 
transmission time as it allows nodes to transmit simulta-
neously when there is multiple data to transmit over multi 
flow. Hence, it needs less energy than CMRT protocol in 
all traffic load scenario. Since BMF-MAC needs less control 
packets exchange than CMRT protocols it also requires 
less energy in all traffic load condition. Moreover, data 
packets can be delivered over regular and reverse flow 
direction without collusions using six different states in 

BMF-MAC protocol. More specifically, it is seen that in low 
traffic load for offered load 0.2 packet/s, the energy con-
sumption of proposed protocol can achieve around 28% 
less energy consumption contrasted with CMRT protocol.

6.3.3.2 Effects of  number of  nodes For various number 
of hubs Fig.  23 demonstrates the vitality utilization for 
offered load. The x-hub shows number of hubs though 
the y-pivot demonstrates the vitality utilization as far as 
joule. For number of hubs 20, BMF-M MAC convention 
can accomplish vitality utilization around 37.5% less con-
trasted with CMRT. Then again, BMF-R picks up vitality 
utilization around 49.2% less differentiated to the CMRT 
convention. At the point when the quantity of hub is 

Fig. 22  Energy consumption versus no. of modes for CMRT proto-
col and the proposed BMF protocol

Fig. 23  Energy consumption versus no. of flows for CMRT protocol 
and the proposed BMF protocol
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expanded to 40, BMF-M MAC can accomplish the most 
noteworthy improvement of vitality utilization around 
76% lower and BMF-R can increase 87.5% not as much as 
that of CMRT convention. That uncovers BMF-MAC con-
vention is more vitality productive for enormous region 
arrange. The previously mentioned data shows that, BMF-
MAC outflanks CMRT concerning vitality utilization with 
the expansion of system size. As the quantity of source 
hubs increments With the expanding of the quantity of 
hubs. Hence, progressively bidirectional multi-stream 
developments can occur which encourages BMF-MAC 
convention to lessen control bundles overhead which 
results improvement of vitality utilization. Finally, we con-
clude that, the bidirectional multi-flow data transmission 
technique in BMF-MAC significantly contributes to the 
improvement of energy consumption for improved num-
ber of nodes.

6.3.3.3 Effects of  number of  flows In the assortment of 
entomb nodal divisions, vitality use of the proposed con-
vention and the CMRT convention with a BER of 10−3 is 
found in Fig.  24. The x-hub shows the separation, while 
the y-pivot exhibits the vitality usage to the extent 
Joule(J). It is demonstrated that the execution of all of 
the conventions to the extent vitality usage degrades 
with the extending of between nodal separation, as a 
result of the rising of the separation related correspond-
ence overhead. As the separation improves, the clamoring 
term close by the bundle trade time increments because 
of a postponed engendering delay. Regardless, BMF-MAC 
can give improvement to manage variable traffic plans in 
multi-jump submerged sensor system standing out from 
CMRT.

Found in Fig. 24, with data transmission over twofold 
streams, the BMF-M MAC convention gives 18% less vital-
ity usage appeared differently in relation to CMRT. During 
4 streams, the BMF-M MAC convention can give vitality 
use around 49% under that of the CMRT convention. In 
addition, with data transmission over twofold streams, the 
BMF-R MAC convention increments 23% less vitality usage 
appeared differently in relation to the CMRT convention. 
Besides, for 4 streams, BMF-R MAC can get the degradation 
of vitality usage around 78% less appeared differently in 
relation to the CMRT convention.

6.3.3.4 Effects of  inter nodal distance In the assortment 
of bury nodal separation, vitality usage of the proposed 
convention and the CMRT convention with a BER of 10−3 is 
found in Fig. 24. The x-pivot exhibits the partitions, while 
the y-hub shows the vitality usage to the extent Joule(J). 
It is shown that the execution of all of the shows simi-
larly as vitality usage increases with the extending of the 
between nodal separation.

In particular, the proposed protocol gives 12.9% less 
energy utilization compared to the CMRT protocol, when 
the distance is 1 km, as illustrated in Fig. 25 where the 
energy utilization decreases around 74.7% below when 
the distance is expanded to 6 km. Straightway, the BMF-R 
MAC protocol increases 14% less energy utilization con-
trasted with the CMRT protocol in inter nodal distance 
1 km. For a distance of 6 km, the BMF-R MAC protocol 
picks up the most elevated decrease of energy utilization 
around 76.3% lower than that of CMRT. Subsequently, with 
variable traffic designs in multi-hop underwater sensor 
networks, the proposed protocol can give better outcome 
contrasting with CMRT.

Fig. 24  Energy consumption versus distance for CMRT protocol 
and the proposed BMF protocol

Fig. 25  Performance comparisons of BMF-MAC with CMRT in terms 
of control packet time
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6.3.4  Control packet time

Figure 25 shows that the control packet time of the pro-
posed protocol and the CMRT protocol in different offered 
loads with a BER of 10−3 . The x-axis shows the offered 
load, whereas the y-axis shows the control packet time in 
terms of seconds. In the BMF-MAC protocol, multiple con-
trol frames can be exchanged simultaneously; thus less 
control packet time is required. Furthermore, while more 
packets are generated, less control packets are required 
by the BMF-MAC protocol, thus less control packet time 
is needed. It is recognized that, in terms of control packet 
time, the proposed protocol exhibits the best performance 
in various offered load conditions.

7  Conclusion

In this paper, the execution assessment results, as far 
as energy utilization, packet latency and throughput of 
proposed protocol are explored. Additionally, to demon-
strate the reasonableness of proposed convention, execu-
tion correlations of proposed protocol with that of CMRT 
protocol are completed. These results demonstrate that 
the proposed protocol performs better than the CMRT 
protocol regarding end to end delay, with the biggest 
enhancement of 88% in a huge number of streams. BMF-
MAC saves more energy under factor traffic loads. If there 
should arise an occurrence of high traffic load, BMF-MAC 
can accomplish the most astounding expanding of infor-
mation throughput around 67.5% higher than CMRT. By 
diminishing the end to end latency, the proposed MAC 
protocol performs better and has less energy utilization 
while expanding the throughput in UW-ASNs, under all 
traffic load cases. Along these lines, the proposed protocol 
outperforms the CMRT protocol to deal with variable traf-
fic load designs.
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